Exhibit: 6A
On Jul 7, 2016, at 8:04 PM, molonlabe <molonlabe@idaho.net> wrote:

Mr Shea,

Thank you for your support of this patriotic christian event. [Link to Facebook page] This is the link to the FB page. I greatly appreciate that you are willing to recommend it with this link on your FB page.

The entire purpose behind Team Rugged is to provide patriotic and biblical training on war for young men. Everything about it is both politically incorrect and what would be considered shocking truth to most modern christians. There will be scenarios where every participant will have to fight against one of the most barbaric enemies that are invading our country, Muslims terrorists. There will be biblical teaching (some taken from pastor John Weaver's works) on biblical warfare, the responsibilities, regulations, principles and mindset. So that our young men will be better prepared to fight against physical enemies, and to do so, God's way and with His blessing. Unfortunately pastor Weaver was too busy this year to attend but will be coming Lord willing to the following annual events.

There are many principles which we will be enforcing but the three core principles are Strength with Perseverance, Leadership by Example and Discipline in Training. We'll be teaching young men to become better problem solvers, especially under critical stress. And show them how to work better as a team, both in achieving physically demanding tasks and on the battlefield. Those who attend will learn combatives, the use of a knife in defense, close quarters shooting with rifle and pistol and how to work effectively in teams of 2, 3 and 4.

I could go on, but I know you are a busy man. There is a lot more info on FB. If you or anyone else has any questions at all. Please write me or call (509) 680-9922.

Thank you for forwarding this to John Jacob Schmidt. If he is able, I would really appreciate an email or call from him.

Patrick Caughran
It is scheduled to post tomorrow.
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Begin forwarded message:

From: molonlabe <molonlabe@idaho.net>
Subject: Re: Team Rugged
Date: July 19, 2016 at 8:09:12 PM PDT
To: Matt Shea <Matt@spokanelawcenter.com>

Outstanding. Thank you sir. I have not yet heard anything from JJS, but I'm sure I will when he gets a chance. Also, how long should I expect before knowing if I have passed the vetting process for that team?

Patrick

On 7/19/2016 3:42 PM, Matt Shea wrote:
Subject: Fwd: Team Rugged
From: Matt Shea
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 at 2:17 PM
To: bozar73@gmail.com, foxtrot519@startmail.com, johnjacob@radiof...

See below. From Marble meeting. JJS he wants to connect with you.

Matt

MATTHEW T. SHEA
Attorney at Law
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Roger that. I remember him. Will make contact within the next 24 to 48. Trying to kill some deadlines and will be at KAH event tonight.

-JJS

On 7/20/2016 2:17 PM, Matt Shea wrote: